IN THIS ISSUE, PSYCHOLOGY
Correction for the “In This Issue” summary entitled “Universal displays of pride and shame,” which appeared in issue 33, August 19, 2008, of Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (105:11587–11588).

The authors note that the figure is copyrighted by Bob Willingham and is reprinted with permission. The online version has been corrected. The figure and its corrected legend appear below.

Blind athletes (Right) show pride in victory like sighted athletes (Left). [Reproduced with permission (Copyright 2004, Bob Willingham).]
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0811958106

PERSPECTIVE

The authors note that a reference was inadvertently omitted from their article. On page 4607, right column, in Conclusion: How Do New Gene Clusters Form?, line 17, the reference callout “(109–111)” should instead read “(109–111, 113).” The added reference appears below.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0812594106

DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY

The authors note that due to a printer’s error, the affiliation information for some authors appeared incorrectly. The correct affiliation for V. Havlicek and U. Besenfelder is “Reproduction Centre-Wiesburg, University of Veterinary Medicine, 1210 Vienna, Austria”; and the correct affiliation for H. Lehrhach and J. Adjaye is “Department of Vertebrate Genomics, Max Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics, 14195 Berlin, Germany.”
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0813350106

APPLIED BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

The authors note that the author name Christian Steinkulher should have appeared as Christian Steinkulher. The author line has been corrected online. The corrected author line appears below.

Claudia Colussi, Chiara Mozzetta, Aymone Gurtner, Barbara Illi, Jessica Rosati, Stefania Straino, Gianluca Ragone, Mario Pescatori, Germana Zaccagnini, Annalisa Antonini, Giulia Minetti, Fabio Martelli, Giulia Piaggio, Paola Gallinarri, Christian Steinkulher, Emilio Clementi, Carmela Dell’Aversana, Lucia Altucci, Antonello Mai, Maurizio C. Capogrossi, Pier Lorenzo Puri, and Carlo Gaetano
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0813311106

IMMUNOLOGY

The authors note that due to a printer’s error, in the Abstract, beginning on line 6, “TDCs include two conventional dendritic cell (DC) subtypes, CD8loSirplo/hi/hi (CD8loSirplo/hi/hi) and CD8loSirplo/lo/lo (CD8loSirplo/lo/lo), which have different origins. We found that the CD8loSirplo/lo/lo cells represent a conventional DC subset that originates from the blood and migrates into the thymus” should instead read: “TDCs include two conventional dendritic cell (DC) subtypes, CD8loSirplo/hi/hi (CD8loSirplo/hi/hi) and CD8loSirplo/lo/lo (CD8loSirplo/lo/lo), which have different origins. We found that the CD8loSirplo/lo/lo cells represent a conventional DC subset that originates from the blood and migrates into the thymus.”
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0813353106